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Reliability Techniques
The influence of turbulence conditions on the design loads for wind turbines is inv
gated by using inverse reliability techniques. Alternative modeling assumptions for
domness in the gross wind environment and in the extreme response given wind con
to establish nominal design loads are studied. Accuracy in design load predictions b
on use of the inverse first-order reliability method (that assumes a linearized limit
surface) is also investigated. An example is presented where three alternative no
load definitions are used to estimate extreme flapwise bending loads at a blade root
600 kW three-bladed, stall-regulated horizontal-axis wind turbine located at onshore
offshore sites that were assumed to experience the same mean wind speed but d
turbulence intensities. It is found that second-order (curvature-type) corrections to
linearized limit state function assumption inherent in the inverse first-order reliab
approach are insignificant. Thus, we suggest that the inverse first-order reliability me
is an efficient and accurate technique of predicting extreme loads. Design loads de
from a full random characterization of wind conditions as well as short-term maxim
response (given wind conditions) may be approximated reasonably well by simpler m
that include only the randomness in the wind environment but account for resp
variability by employing appropriately derived ‘‘higher-than-median’’ fractiles of the e
treme bending loads conditional on specified inflow parameters. In the various re
discussed, it is found that the higher relative turbulence at the onshore site leads to l
blade bending design loads there than at the offshore site. Also, for both onshore
offshore environments accounting for response variability is found to be slightly m
important at longer return periods (i.e., safer designs).@DOI: 10.1115/1.1796971#

Keywords: Structural Reliability, Inverse FORM, Wind Turbine Design Loads, Nom
Loads, LRFD
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Introduction
In codified reliability-based design~e.g., in the conventiona

load-and-resistance-factor-design or LRFD procedure!, one typi-
cally uses a design checking equation to describe what is requ
for safety against a specified limit state and to guarantee tha
reliability will be greater than some specified target minimu
level. Such a design checking equation involves scaling o
nominal resistance or capacity by a resistance factor and th
multaneous scaling of a nominal load by a separate load fa
The nominal load,Lnom, is typically defined as a ‘‘load’’ or en-
vironmental input associated with a certain return period—e.g
50-year return period wind speed. It is important to stress that
LRFD code places requirements on the return period of the lo
not on the return period of the environmental parameter. For w
turbine generator systems, a similar reliability-based design
mat is employed in the IEC 61400-1 guidelines where the lo
and resistance factors are combined into a single factor that
resents a safety factor for ‘‘consequences of failure’’~see IEC/
TC88 61400-1 ed. 2@1#!.

Various alternative definitions of the nominal load level may
employed to account for load variability. We discuss a few su
definitions here that essentially differ in the degree to which
certainties in the inflow and response are represented. The
uncertainties in the design of wind turbines arise from~i! the gross
inflow parameters, usually taken to be the ten-minute mean h
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zontal wind speed at hub height and the standard deviation~or,
alternatively, turbulence intensity! of the same wind speed pro
cess; and~ii ! the ten-minute maximum load/response condition
on the inflow parameters. It should be mentioned that the us
ten minutes~a widely accepted industry practice! as the duration
for which to define the gross inflow parameters and to describe
load/response parameter as is considered in the analysis im
that over this duration, the inflow turbulence and the load p
cesses are assumed to be statistically stationary. This is a cr
assumption that underlies the analysis in this paper, and m
possible computation of response extremes from ‘‘stationary’’ m
ments of the load process as well as dependence of these mom
on the ten-minute gross inflow parameter statistics~mean and
standard deviation!.

In the following, we refer to the inflow parameters as simp
mean and standard deviation of wind speed, with an underst
ing that we are referring to statistics of the time-varying horizon
wind speed process at hub height. We consider an extreme
wise bending moment at the blade root as the load of interest.
objective is to establish appropriate nominal design loads for s
eral target reliability levels~or, equivalently, for several differen
return periods!. These loads defined with different degrees
complexity in the assumptions on the variability of the key ra
dom variables are then compared.

Because offshore wind turbines are of much interest lately,
chose to discuss how design loads~for safety against failure in
ultimate limit states! for a specific 600 kW three-bladed, stal
regulated horizontal-axis wind turbine, might differ in two distin
environments—one onshore, the other offshore. We will focus
only one of the several differences in environment conditions
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tween onshore and offshore sites—namely, the lower turbule
levels experienced offshore relative to onshore sites. In the
lowing, we discuss how the inverse reliability approach propo
here may be applied in each of these sites. For the sake of
plicity, we omit characterization of the wave loading randomn
at the offshore site and we also assume that the wind speed at
sites is of the same magnitude and described by the same p
ability distribution. In reality, typical offshore sites will hav
higher mean wind speeds than onshore sites and will require
sideration of randomness in wave loading, tides, water depth,
The present study intentionally only includes two random va
ables to describe the environment. It will become clear in
following that the inclusion of environmental parameters~e.g.,
significant wave height at the offshore site! beyond the mean and
standard deviation of the ten-minute wind speed at hub he
only implies increasing the dimensions of the space of the g
metrically described inverse reliability procedure outlined here

Inverse Reliability Procedures
Inverse reliability techniques are commonly used when ther

interest in establishing design levels associated with a spec
reliability of probability of failure. A heuristically appealing In
verse First-Order Reliability Method~Inverse FORM! proposed
by Winterstein et al.@2# is one such example of an inverse re
ability technique that has been applied to estimate design load
many applications including earthquake engineering~Li and Fos-
chi @3#!, offshore structures~Winterstein et al.@2#!, and more re-
cently wind turbines~Fitzwater et al.@4#; Saranyasoontorn an
Manuel@5#!. In one variation of this approach, termed the ‘‘env
ronmental contour’’ approach, the environmental random v
ables are uncoupled from the structural response. Then, the
cedure considers, as in conventional ‘‘forward-FORM’’ analys
that the governing limit state function may be linearized loca
near the ‘‘design point’’ and a search performed for the larg
load resulting from all points on an environmental contour as
ciated with the return period of interest. This approach is app
ing in that it uncouples the environmental random variables fr
the structural response in the analysis. It will be referred to as
‘‘2-D Model’’ in the following since it will essentially involve
including complete probability information for only the tw
inflow/environmental random variables~mean and standard devia
tion of wind speed!.

Two issues related to accuracy of design loads derived using
Inverse FORM are discussed next:

1. Linearized limit state surface:The Inverse FORM approac
is an approximate procedure for deriving design loads si
it uses a local linearized limit state function with which th
desired probability of failure~or reliability! is associated.
The true limit state function may be highly nonlinear ne
the design point where the linearizing is done. Thus, it
possible that large errors may result since the target relia
ity will be different if the true limit state function is em
ployed. Note that the error in FORM depends primarily
the true curvature of the limit state surface. Assuming sim
lar curvatures at different return periods, FORM estima
for failure probabilities will in general have larger ‘‘abso
lute’’ errors when the probability levels involved are larg
~i.e., shorter return periods! and will have correspondingly
smaller ‘‘absolute’’ errors at low probability levels due t
rotational symmetry and exponential decay of the stand
normal distributions involved. The ‘‘relative’’ errors, on th
other hand, will not necessarily be smaller at longer ret
periods.

2. Response variability:In order to uncouple environment var
ables from structural response, the 2-D model that will
discussed does not retain the complete probabilistic desc
tion of the response. It instead represents the response
ply by using its ‘‘median’’ value conditional on the random
inflow variables. This can lead to significant differences a
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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compromises in accuracy relative to the 3-D model that
cludes a full description of response variability. We sh
show that the 2-D model may still be used if fractile leve
of the response other than the median are derived base
the use of omission sensitivity factors~Madsen@6#! that ac-
count for variability in the response term. Saranyasoont
and Manuel@5# recommended a simple procedure usi
such omission sensitivity factors and local gradients of
limit state function to derive the appropriate fractile of th
response that can lead to reasonably accurate design l
while retaining the advantages of the 2-D model~namely,
that inflow and response are uncoupled!.

In the numerical studies that follow, we address both of th
issues and draw some general conclusions related to the exte
which they affect accuracy for the selected wind turbine in
onshore and offshore sites.

By way of background, it should be noted that Fitzwater et
@4# applied inverse reliability methods to study extreme loads
pitch- and stall-regulated wind turbines where they employed
sults from aeroelastic simulations to represent the response g
inflow conditions. The response variable there was treated as
terministic allowing the use of the 2-D environmental conto
approach. As we shall see when we discuss our results, this d
ministic approach adopted is equivalent to setting the respo
variable at its median value conditional on inflow paramete
Improvements are possible using other fractiles than the me
as will be discussed and as was also pointed out by Fitzw
et al. @4#. In the present study, our interest is in estimating des
extreme flapwise bending loads for a 600 kW three-blad
horizontal-axis wind turbine that was previously studied
Ronold and Larsen@7#, where results from field measuremen
were reported and probabilistic models for response~loads! con-
ditional on inflow conditions were presented. The distinction b
tween the present study and that by Fitzwater et al.@4# is that we
propose alternative nominal load definitions~one of which in-
cludes response variability—the 3-D model! and we employ field
data instead of simulations in developing parametric models
the random response conditional on inflow. Our alternative lo
definitions are based on what will be described as 1-D, 2-D,
3-D models which refer to how the inflow and response variab
are treated—i.e., whether deterministic or random. The full 3
characterization of variables refers to modeling of all variables
random, while the other two models refer to simplificatio
where, in the 1-D case, only mean wind speed is modeled
random and, in the 2-D case, the mean and standard deviatio
the wind speed are both modeled as random~but response is not!.

Another recent study by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel@5# used
the Inverse FORM approach to estimate design extreme load
the same turbine as in the present study. That study, howe
includes a very detailed description of the differences between
1-D, 2-D, and 3-D models which is omitted here. However,
detailed investigation of the assumption of linear limit state fun
tions is provided in that study. Also, in the present study, onsh
and offshore sites are compared; the earlier study focused o
sults for the onshore site alone.

The alternative nominal load definitions are presented n
along with a general background on the Inverse FORM fram
work for establishing design loads. Design load levels for th
different return periods based on the alternative load models
be compared for the two sites where the 600 kW wind turb
described by Ronold and Larsen@7# will be assumed to be located

Alternative Nominal Loads: A Review
The use of Inverse FORM to establish nominal wind turbi

loads with various degrees of modeling assumptions is bri
reviewed here. Greater detail related to these load definition
included in Saranyasoontorn and Manuel@5#.

Our interest here is in obtaining estimates of a nominal lo
Lnom, for failure in an extreme/ultimate limit state associated w
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1061
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Downl
Table 1 Summary of design point coordinates in U and X space along with auxiliary variables
needed in the Inverse FORM procedure for the 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D models, given a target reliabil-
ity index, b

Model

Variables needed in the Inverse-FORM procedure

U Auxiliary Variables X

X15FX1

21@F(b)#

1-D U15b; U25U350 None X25FX2uX1

21 @F(0)#

X35FX3uX1 ,X2

21 @F(0)#

X15FX1

21@F(b cosw)#

2-D U1
21U2

25b2; U350 w; 2p,w<p X25FX2uX1

21 @F(b sinw)#

X35FX3uX1 ,X2

21 @F(0)#

X15FX1

21@F(b cosw sinu)#

3-D U1
21U2

21U3
25b2 w, u; 2p,w<p, 0,u<p X25FX2uX1

21 @F(b sinw sinu)#

X35FX3uX1 ,X2

21 @F(b cosu)#
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bending of a wind turbine blade in its flapwise mode. We assu
that the uncertainty in these extreme bending loads depend
inflow parameters and on short-term maximum loads conditio
on the inflow parameters. As stated previously, the inflow para
eters that characterize the wind are the ten-minute mean w
speed at hub height,U10, and the standard deviation,s, of the
wind speed. The load,Lnom, considered here is the extreme fla
wise bending moment at the root of a turbine blade correspon
to a specified return period ofT years. From the field data on th
wind turbine considered, ten-minute extremes of the random fl
wise bending moment,BMext , are used to derive the nomina
load, Lnom. For convenience, in discussions that follow, we w
refer to the three short-term~i.e., ten-minute! random variables,
U10, s, andBMext asX1 , X2 , andX3 that make up the physica
random variable space,X.

Consider a situation where the joint probability description
X1 , X2 , andX3 is available in the form of a marginal distributio
for X1 and conditional distributions forX2 given X1 , and forX3
given X1 and X2 . The simplest definition ofLnom is based on a
representative load derived from theT-year value of the random
X1 ~mean wind speed! alone and consideration ofX2 ~standard
deviation on wind speed! and X3 ~ten-minute extreme bendin
load! only by representing these as conditional median values
this model forLnom, uncertainty is neglected in bothX2 andX3 .
A second definition might be based on a representativeT-year
load that includes randomness in bothX1 andX2 but still neglects
uncertainty in the short-term load,X3 . Again, this load is held
fixed at its median level givenX1 andX2 . Finally, a definition for
nominal load could be based on the ‘‘true’’T-year nominal load
including uncertainty in all of the three variables. We refer
these definitions as ‘‘1-D,’’ ‘‘2-D,’’ and ‘‘3-D’’ probabilistic mod-
els respectively. Note that the load factor in the LRFD check
equation will be appropriately different for each of the nomin
load definitions above in order to ensure that the design chec
equation leads to consistent reliability estimates in each c
These different load factors for each alternative definition are
tended to compensate for the different assumptions involve
each definition in the 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D models. Since these th
models involve different degrees of load variability assumptio
the factored load~i.e., load factor multiplied byLnom) in each
case will attempt to maintain similar levels accordingly so as
provide similar reliability levels.
6, NOVEMBER 2004
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It is possible to establish nominal loads by direct integrat
involving the conditional short-term maximum load distributio
~given inflow conditions! and the joint density function of the
inflow variables. For the right choice ofLnom, integration will
lead to the desired target probability of failure,Pf , as follows:

Pf5P@X3.Lnom#

5E E
X1 ,X2

P@X3.LnomuX1 ,X2# f X1 ,X2
~x1 ,x2!dx1dx2 (1)

wheref X1 ,X2
(x1 ,x2) is the joint probability density function ofX1

andX2 . Using Eq.~1! to obtain the nominal load would provid
the ‘‘exact’’ load but would be computationally expensive to d
termine in practical situations. Also, not much would be learn
about the inflow conditions that bring about this load.~Note that
the effect of specific inflow conditions, say from a range ofX1 and
X2 values, can be understood by deaggregating the integran
Eq. ~1! discretely; however, in the following, we discuss altern
tive less computationally involved approaches for doing this.! In-
verse reliability procedures, on the other hand, are approxim
but less computationally intensive and have an important adv
tage in that they offer useful insights into the derived load a
about the associated inflow conditions. In particular, we will u
the Inverse FORM approach proposed by Winterstein et al.@2#.
An overview is presented next of how this method based on
vironmental contours works in the current study.

Consider a hypersphere of radius equal to the target reliab
index,b, in ann-dimensional space describing independent st
dard normal variables, one for each of the physical random v
ables in the problem of interest. If at any point on this sphere
tangent hyperplane were drawn, the probability of occurrence
points on the side of this hyperplane away from the origin
F~2b! based on a local linearization of the limit state function
the design point, whereF~ ! refers to the Gaussian cumulativ
distribution function. Since each point on the sphere is associ
with the same reliability level, if the nominal load desired is al
for this same level, the points on the sphere can be systemati
searched until the largest nominal load is obtained. Transfor
tion from the standard normal~U! space to the physical random
variable~X! space is necessary in order to obtain the nominal lo
Transactions of the ASME
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This is achieved by using the Rosenblatt transformation~Rosenb-
latt @8#!. In the present study, a complete probabilistic represe
tion of the random variables requires thatn is equal to 3. The
selection of values ofn equal to 1, 2, and 3 lead to differen
nominal loads, and can be explained geometrically. This has b
done by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel@5# in detail and is summa-
rized in Table 1 which shows how the design load,X3 , may be
determined if the various cumulative distribution function
FX1

(x1), FX2uX1
(x2), andFX3uX1 ,X2

(x3), are known and a searc
is employed based on the auxiliary variable~s! and the target reli-
ability index,b.

In summary, the 1-D model assumes that the ten-minute m
wind speed,X1 , is random but neglects the variability in the sta
dard deviation of the wind speed,X2 , and in the ten-minute maxi
mum response,X3 . In U space then, then-dimensional ‘‘sphere’’
is a degenerate point,u15b; u25u350. Similarly, the 2-D model
assumes that onlyX1 and X2 are random; inU space, the
n-dimensional ‘‘sphere’’ is a degenerate circle,u1

21u2
25b2; u3

50. The 3-D model treats all three variables as random an
represented by the 3-D sphere,u1

21u2
21u3

25b2. Because our tar-
get reliability is specified in terms of a return period~equal toT
years! associated with the nominal load,Lnom, note that sinceX3
is defined as the extreme value in ten minutes, we need to d
mine the appropriate value ofb to be used in the Inverse-FORM
approach described by the 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D models. This is d
by settingb5F21(12Pf) where b and Pf are related to the
target return period~T years! and the number of ten-minute seg
ments inT years. Assuming independence between extreme
the various ten-minute segments, for the three return periods s
ied here corresponding to 1, 20, and 50 years, the values ofPf are
1.9031025, 9.5131027, and 3.8131027, respectively, and the
values ofb are 4.12, 4.76, and 4.95, respectively. The effect
considering correlation over a duration longer than ten minu
will modify the target reliability index to be used for each retu
period and therefore the loads. This will be discussed in the
merical studies.

Numerical Studies
The machine considered in this study is a 600 kW st

regulated horizontal-axis turbine with three 21.5-meter long ro
blades and a hub height of 44 meters. This turbine has been
subject of previous studies and is one for which field data as w
as extrapolated design loads have been derived by Ronold
Larsen@7#. Probabilistic models for short-term maximum flapwi
bending loads were also derived.

Here, the machine is assumed to be located at onshore
offshore sites with different turbulence conditions~i.e., different
X2 descriptions! but the same mean wind speed (X1). The turbu-
lence conditions used are based on recommendations of D
Risø @9# for onshore and offshore environments. It should
noted that the standard deviation ofX2 ~given X1) referred to as
D@X2uX1#, is almost the same in the onshore and offshore s
but the mean value~given X1), referred to as E@X2uX1#, is sig-
nificantly different as may be seen in Fig. 1. This implies that
the same mean wind speed assumed for the two sites, the
turbine at the onshore site will experience greater turbulence
the one at the offshore environment.

The various probability distributions and parameters neede
model the inflow variables (X1 andX2) and the extreme flapwise
bending moment (X3) are summarized in Table 2. The inflow wa
modeled by assuming thatX1 has a mean value of 6 m/s an
follows a Rayleigh distribution truncated at the cut-out wi
speed of 25 m/s (uc in Table 2! since we are interested only i
operating wind speed conditions. Also, it is assumed thatX2
~givenX1) has first two moments as described in Fig. 1 and tha
follows a lognormal distribution. Details regarding the Herm
model for the response extremes may be obtained from Ro
and Larsen@7#. It should be mentioned that the assumption of t
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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same mean wind speed for the onshore and offshore sites ma
strictly be realistic since most offshore sites will in general ha
mean higher wind speeds. Here, however, the same mean va
for both sites are assumed to illustrate the procedures outline
the following.

Nominal Design Loads Based on 3 Load Models

1-D Model. In this model, only the ten-minute mean win
speed,X1 , is modeled as random, while the standard deviation
wind speed,X2 , and the ten-minute maximum response,X3 , are
held at their~conditional! median levels. Given the reliability in-
dex,b, Table 1 may be used to determine the 1-D model nomi
load. Based on extremely simple calculations, the 1-, 20-, a
50-year loads at the onshore site were found to be 420.3, 44
and 445.2 kN-m, respectively, while the corresponding loads
the offshore site were 390.8, 413.2, and 416.2 kN-m, respectiv
Note that randomness in the ten-minute mean wind speed a
was needed to derive these loads. At the two sites, the 1-, 20,
50-year loads were thus derived based on mean wind speed
22.3, 24.5, and 24.8 m/s, respectively. Detailed discussion of
results is only provided for the 2-D and 3-D models in the follow
ing since the 1-D model seems overly simplified.

2-D Model. Randomness in both of the environmental va
ables,X1 andX2 , is now modeled while the load variable,X3 , is
still assumed deterministic at its~conditional! median level. Given
the reliability index,b, Table 1 may be used to determine the 2-
model nominal load. Using the auxiliary variable,w, a search may
be done over a circle of radius,b, in standard normal space, fo
the largest value of~median! response. This defines the 2-D nom
nal load.

As shown in Fig. 2, for a 20-year return period, circles inU
space for the two sites map to environmental contours~associated
with the target return period! in physical~X! space. Parts of these
circles are shown as the solid~onshore! and dashed~offshore!
curves. The shaded surface represents median response leve
different X1 andX2 values. The 20-year maximum values for th
onshore and offshore sites are 444.7 and 415.1 kN-m, res
tively. The nominal loads for this 2-D model can also be obtain
by plotting separate iso-response curves of median values oX3
together with the 2-D environmental contour inX space and lo-
cating the iso-response curve of highest value that is tangent to
2-D environmental contour.

It should be noted that the environmental contours and the
response curves may be constructed independently; hence,
contours are not turbine-specific. The turbine response/load is

Fig. 1 Conditional mean and standard deviation of X2 given
the ten-minute mean wind speed, X1
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1063
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Table 2 Distributions and parameters for the random variables

Random
Variable Distribution Parameters

X1
~10-min
mean
wind

speed!

Truncated
Rayleigh FX1

~x1!5
12exp@2~x1 /A!2#

12exp@2~uc /A!2#

A56.77 m/s,uc525 m/s
(E@X1#56.0 m/s)

X2uX1
~standard
deviation
of 10-min

wind
speed!

Lognormal
FX2uX1

~x2!5FSln~x2!2b0

b1
D Onshore

E@X2uX1#5.0031x1
21.0811x11.1778

D@X2uX1#52.0004x1
21.0122x11.1222

b15AlnS11SD@X2uX1#

E@X2uX1# D
2D Offshore

E@X2uX1#5.0044x1
22.0055x11.2934

D@X2uX1#52.0002x1
21.0071x11.1365

b05ln@E@X2uX1##2
1

2
b1

2
~using DNV/Risø@9#; see Fig. 1!

X3uX1 , X2
~extreme

flap
bending
moment

in 10
minutes!

Hermite
model based

on four
moments.
See below.

FY3
~y3!5expF2vT expS2 y3

2

2 DG m5m(x1), s5s(x1 ,x2),
andv5v(x1)

x35x3(y3 ,m,s,a3 ,a4)
based on a transformation that

relates the Gaussian extreme,y3 , to
the non-Gaussian extreme,x3 in

duration,T ~10 min!.

a3520.0066
a452.8174

~see Ronold and Larsen@7# for
parameters; and Winterstein@10# for

details on the Hermite model!

Given p5F~u3!, then y35A22 lnS2 1

v~x1!T
ln~p!D and x35m~x1!1s~x1,x2!•PF~y3;a3,a4!

PF~y3;a3,a4!5@~Ac21k1c!1/32~Ac21k2c!1/32a#, h35
a3

6
, h45

a423

24
,

a5
h3

3h4
, b52

1

3h4
, k5~b212a2!3, c51.5b~a1y3!2a3
o

D

coupled from the environment. The 20-year return period envir
mental contours for the onshore site~solid curve! and for the
offshore site~dashed curve! as well as iso-response curves for th
machine are plotted in Fig. 3 from which it may again be co
firmed that, at the tangents, the nominal loads are 444.7 kN-m
415.1 kN-m for the onshore and offshore sites, respectively.
tailed results for all three return periods~1, 20, and 50 years! are

Fig. 2 Median response surface, 20-year return period on-
shore and offshore environmental contours, and 2-D model de-
sign points
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summarized in Table 3~where N refers to the number of ten-
minute intervals in the time corresponding to the return period!.

3-D Model. Randomness in all three variables,X1 , X2 , and
X3 is now modeled. For a known reliability index,b, one can
construct a sphere in standard normal~U! space and then perform

Fig. 3 Iso-response curves and 20-year return period con-
tours for onshore and offshore environments
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5.8
5.2
2.8
Table 3 Results summarizing design points from the 2-D and 3-D models for three return periods at the onshore and offshore
sites

Return
Period
~yrs! N b

Onshore Offshore

2-D 3-D 2-D 3-D

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

X3
~kN-m!

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

X3
~kN-m!

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

X3
~kN-m!

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

X3
~kN-m!

1 52,560 4.12 22.1 3.59 421.9 21.3 3.42 428.7 22.1 2.42 391.8 21.8 2.35 39
20 1,051,200 4.76 24.3 4.13 444.7 23.2 3.84 459.4 24.3 2.92 415.1 23.6 2.72 42
50 2,628,000 4.95 24.5 4.25 448.8 23.6 3.93 467.8 24.6 3.02 419.1 24.0 2.82 43
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a search using auxiliary variables,w and u, over the sphere of
radius,b, as is suggested in Table 1, until the largest value
response,X3 , is obtained. This defines the 3-D nominal load.

As shown in Fig. 4, for a 20-year return period, portions of t
spheres inU space for the two sites map to the two surfac
shown for the onshore and offshore sites. The turbine respo
load is now coupled with the environments and environmen
contours cannot be constructed independently. The 20-year m
mum load values for the onshore and offshore sites are 459.4
425.2 kN-m, respectively. These are obtained by searching
surfaces of Fig. 4 for the largest value ofX3 . Detailed results for
all three return periods at the two sites are summarized in Tab

Discussion of the 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D Model Loads.The three
models presented above lead to different nominal loads. As i
be expected, the nominal load levels increase with return per
At both sites, it was found that the 1-D and 2-D models yield
very slightly different loads; this is because the variable,X2 , the
standard deviation of wind speed, is relatively less important co
pared to the mean wind speed,X1 . Greater differences are see
when the 3-D model is considered where short-term response
certainty is included. The 3-D model 20-year loads are ab
3–4% higher than the 2-D loads. While for this particular pro
lem, the difference between the 3-D model and the simpler mod
is small; this may not be the case when response variability~con-
ditional on inflow! is large.

Discussion on Use of Ten Minutes as Duration for Independ
Extreme Response Realizations.In establishing the target reli-
ability index value for each return period in Inverse FORM,
assumption was made that the ten-minute realizations of resp
were independent. If, in fact, extreme response values ten
occur in ‘‘clusters’’ over longer periods of time than ten minute
the number of independent ‘‘trials’’ to check exceedance of loa

Fig. 4 20-year return period onshore and offshore surfaces
and 3-D model design point
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over the design life of interest will decrease. For example, for
onshore turbine, if independence is only assumed over durat
longer than one hour, the 20-year return period target reliabi
index can be shown to decrease from 4.76 to 4.39. The co
sponding design load changes from 459.4 kN-m~for ten minutes!
to 441.6 kN-m~for one hour!—a change of about 4%. Even large
changes in derived design loads will result if clustering is assum
over longer durations. In general, for both the onshore and
shore sites, such changes may be necessary to reflect ext
response clustering.

Linearized Limit State Function Implications. As was dis-
cussed earlier, the Inverse FORM approach is an approxim
procedure since it assumes that the limit state function may
linearized at the ‘‘design point’’ and probabilities corresponding
the target return period are associated with this linearized li
state surface, not with the true~generally nonlinear! surface. Thus,
there may be errors in the derived nominal load based on
Inverse FORM approach. In the following, we investigate the e
tent of the error introduced by the linearization assumption
examining the extent to which second-order corrections alter
originally derived loads.

If second-order information of the true limit state function
retained, the first-order probability of failure at the design po
may be modified~according to Breitung@11#! as follows:

Pf ,2'F~2b!)
i 51

n21

~11bk i !
21/2 (2)

wherePf ,2 is the failure probability including second-order effec
andk i represents the principal curvatures of the limit state surfa
in n dimensions at the FORM design point. For the 2-D mod
(n52), there is only one principal curvature that needs to
computed in order to determinePf ,2 . The second-order correction
is best explained by studying Fig. 5 where it can be seen that

Fig. 5 Rationale for improving the design point from the 2-D
model using a second-order representation of the limit state
surface
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Fig. 6 T-year return period onshore environmental contour and iso-response curves at 2-D design points in standard normal
„U… space— „a… TÄ1 yr, „b… TÄ20 yrs, „c… TÄ50 yrs
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difference betweenPf and Pf ,2 can be thought of graphically a
resulting from computing the difference between using, in o
case, the points in the unsafe state on one side of the
(gI(U)50) and, in the other, on one side of the quadratic cu
(gII(U)50). Since the error in this case is conservative~i.e.,Pf is
greater thanPf ,2), one could correct for this by adjusting th
reliability index, b, to a different higher level,bequiv , that is
associated with the equivalent dashed line shown in Fig. 5 wh
is such that the probability of failure associated with it is the sa
as that associated with the second-order curve,gII(U)50. Note
that bequiv is easily derived from the principal curvature~s!, k i ,
since bequiv5F21(12Pf ,2). Thus, with the help of an Invers
FORM calculation and computation of local curvatures at the
sign point, an improved estimate of the design point can be
tained usingbequiv . For example, in the 2-D model illustrated i
Fig. 5, the new design point in standard normal space is
(u1* ,u2* ) obtained using the original design point (u1 ,u2) and the
corrected reliability index,bequiv .

To demonstrate the influence of this second-order correctio
our nominal load derivation, we consider the 2-D model resu
for the onshore site that were presented before. Because our
state function is not available in analytical closed form, the sin
principal curvature~related to the second derivative of the lim
state function,g(U)) needed at the 2-D model design point
standard normal space was determined numerically usin
central-difference scheme with error on the order ofDu6 where
Du is the step size which was taken to be 0.01~see e.g. Al-Khafaji
and Tooley@12#!. For the 1-year return period case shown in F
6~a!, the limit state function is slightly concave inwards~towards
the origin! and hencebequiv is smaller thanb ~see Fig. 7! and the
corrected load is slightly smaller too. For the 20- and 50-y
return periods where the limit state is concave outwards~away
from the origin! as can be seen in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, the situation
is such thatbequiv is larger thanb ~see Fig. 7! and the corrected
loads are larger than were found from the Inverse FORM ca
lations. From Fig. 7, it may be noted that the difference betw
the reliability index values,b andbequiv , is not significant at any
return period for the onshore site. Similar results were obtai
for the offshore site. The curvature at the design point was gre
at higher return periods~see Fig. 6~c!! and this leads to the grea
est differences betweenb andbequiv for the 50-year return period
case, for example. Table 4 summarizes the derived loads base
second-order corrections for the onshore site. Comparing the
sults in Table 4 with those of the 2-D model in Table 3, we o
serve negligibly small differences between the design loads in
two cases.

Based on the above findings, we conclude that at least for
illustrations considered here, the Inverse FORM procedure, w
the limit state function is assumed linear, yields design loads
1066 Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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have very small error due to the linearization. However, since t
conclusion is case-specific, it may be prudent to evaluate the
fluence of second-order characteristics of the limit state surface
employing the simple procedure provided in this section. A situ
tion where a highly nonlinear limit state surface in wind turbin
design can occur, for example, is when an ultimate design loa
being sought using an Inverse FORM approach but where
turbine state changes from ‘‘operating’’ to ‘‘parked’’ as win
speeds cross the cut-out wind speed level. It has been shown
separate study by Saranyasoontorn and Manuel@13# that the vary-
ing response characteristics due to different performance con
influences in the different turbine states close to cut-out w
speed introduce difficulties with simple first-order approximatio

Fig. 7 Reliability indices for different return periods at the on-
shore site showing the effect of a second-order representation
of limit state function in the 2-D model

Table 4 Results summarizing design points based on a local
second-order correction with the 2-D model for three return pe-
riods „onshore environment …

Return
Period
~yrs! bequiv

2-D ~with second-order correction!

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

X3
~kN-m!

1 4.11 22.0 3.58 421.5
20 4.78 24.2 4.16 445.2
50 4.99 24.5 4.29 449.8
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of the limit state surface. If no corrections for the error in line
ization are made in such cases, derived design loads can be
inaccurate.

Response Variability Implications. Based on the various re
sults presented thus far, it is believed that the largest sourc
error in deriving design loads arises when response variabilit
neglected~as is done in the 1-D and 2-D models!. To minimize
this error, a complete joint probability distribution of the thre
random variables is required, as is achieved with the 3-D mo
The 2-D model, however, is of special interest because it
couples the environment from the response. This is espec
convenient when considering the same turbine at different site~as
is done here! as well as when considering alternative turbines
a specified environment.

The 2-D model’s limitation~relative to the 3-D model! is that it
employs the median value ofX3 conditional onX1 and X2 to
arrive at nominal design load levels. If appropriately derived fr
tiles for X3 ~other than the median! can be obtained that accoun
for response variability even approximately, the advantages of
2-D model~namely uncoupled environment and turbine! may be
retained and more accurate loads derived. One approach to a
at the appropriate fractile forX3 is to employ omission sensitivity
factors~see Madsen@6#!. A ‘‘Modified 2-D Model’’ is introduced
using this approach. The desired fractile,p3 , for the response
variable is obtained in terms of the direction cosine,a3 , of the
limit state function in the direction of the standard normal va
able,U3 and at the 2-D model design point.

p35F~~12A12a3
2!b/a3!; X3

15FX3uX1 ,X2

21 ~p3! (3)

whereX3
1 as given in Eq.~3! may be used instead of the value

X3 shown for the 2-D model in Table 1. It should be noted thata3
is a measure of the importance of the response random variab
higher value ofa3 will yield fractiles farther away from the me
dian; it is computed using gradients of the limit state function
the 2-D model design point in standard normal space.

a35
]g~u!/]u3

i¹g~u!i
(4)

Thus, the required fractile,p3 , may be determined with a few
additional calculations following a 2-D model analysis. Here, g
dients of the limit state function were determined numerically
employing a central-difference scheme with error on the orde
Du6 whereDu is the step size which was taken to be 0.01. Fig
8 summarizes the onshore site results from the 1-D, 2-D, and
models as well as results obtained using second-order correc
of the limit state function to the 2-D model and results from t
Modified 2-D model based on Eqs.~3! and~4!. The nominal bend-
ing loads from the Modified 2-D model are very similar to tho
from the 3-D model indicating that if response variability is a
counted for even approximately using the approach outlined~and
summarized in Eqs.~3! and ~4!! the accuracy in design loads
improved and the advantages of the 2-D model are preserved
the offshore site as well, this improvement was observed a
evident from Table 5 which summarizes results for both sites
ing the Modified 2-D model. The direction cosines,a3 , are in-
cluded in the table as well as the modified fractile levels,p3 . The
nominal loads may be compared with the 3-D model loads
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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Table 3 to verify the accuracy of the proposed Modified 2-D pr
cedure. It should be noted that the fractile levels required
farther away from the median as the return period increases. A
at the onshore site, response variability is slightly more import
than at the offshore site. Note that the fractiles needed for
conditional responseX3 ~given X1 and X2) in the Modified 2-D
model are higher than the median~50%! level and range from
70% to over 90% at the onshore site. Use of these higher fract
while not derived there, was discussed by Fitzwater et al.@4# and
has the advantage of retaining the uncoupling between the infl
and the response and giving more accurate load estimates tha
ordinary 2-D model. Here, at the 50-year level, for example, u
of 90% fractiles for the conditional response at both the onsh
and the offshore sites~at least for this turbine! improves the ac-
curacy when the derived loads are compared with those from
3-D model.

Discussion on Response Fractiles in the Modified 2-D Mo
Table 6 presents a comparison of the results for the 1- and 50-
return periods at the onshore site. It can be seen that the
Model predicts a 1-year design load of 421.9 kN-m versus a m
exact 3-D Model design load of 428.7 kN-m~see Table 3!. This is
a difference of only 6.9 kN-m, to make up for which, a fractile o
0.72 on the response variable must be used with the Modified
model. The difference at this onshore site for the 50-year ret
period is greater at 19.0 kN-m~which is 467.8 minus 448.8!. This
takes a fractile of 0.90 on the response variable as seen in
table. Note that these higher fractiles only change the peak fa
on the extreme response as defined in Table 1; the other two te
that appear in calculations forX3 as shown in Table 1, namely
m(x1) and s(x1 ,x2) are unaffected when one changes fract
levels in going from the 2-D to the Modified 2-D model. Th
larger differences between the 2-D and 3-D loads at the hig

Fig. 8 Extreme flapwise bending moment for 1-, 20-, and 50-
year return periods based on various models for the onshore
site
Table 5 Results from modified 2-D model for three return periods

Return Period
~yrs!

Onshore Offshore

Direction
cosine,a3

Modified
fractile for X3 X3 (kN-m)

Direction
cosine,a3

Modified
fractile for X3 X3 (kN-m)

1 0.25 0.70 428.0 0.20 0.66 395.5
20 0.45 0.87 460.9 0.37 0.82 425.5
50 0.55 0.93 471.6 0.51 0.91 435.8
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1067
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Table 6 Response fractiles required for different return periods to match the 3-D design loads

Site

Return
Period
~yrs!

X1
~m/s!

X2
~m/s!

m
~kN-m!

s
~kN-m! Model

X3
~kN-m! PF

Fractile
F(U3)

Onshore 1 22.1 3.59 276.8 42.6 2-D 421.9 3.41 0.50
Modified 2-D 428.8 3.56 0.72

50 24.5 4.25 276.2 50.6 2-D 448.8 3.41 0.50
Modified 2-D 467.8 3.78 0.90

Offshore 50 24.6 3.02 276.1 42.0 2-D 419.1 3.41 0.50
Modified 2-D 432.8 3.73 0.87
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return periods are what require that the peak factors be larger.
in turn requires that the response fractiles be larger.

When comparing the onshore and offshore sites at the s
return period~say 50 years!, it is seen that the deficit between th
2-D and the 3-D load is less at 13.7 kN-m at the offshore site. T
requires a slightly smaller response fractile of 0.87 than the 0
level at the onshore site. In summary, at the 50-year level, a 9
fractile on the response variable appears to be adequate fo
with the 2-D environmental contour approach for the particu
wind turbine studied here at either the onshore or the offshore

It is important to note that the results in Table 6 for the Mo
fied 2-D model do not match those in Table 5 because in
table, the omission factors defined in Eq.~3! were use to derive
the fractiles. In Table 6, the fractiles refer to levels needed
exactly match the 3-D model results.

Conclusions
We have presented a procedure to establish nominal load

the design of wind turbines against ultimate limit states at t
distinct sites—one onshore, the other offshore. Various alterna
load models were compared. An inverse reliability approach w
employed to estimate the design loads for three different re
periods. For the 600 kW wind turbine considered, extreme fl
wise bending loads were studied and it was found that the dif
ence between the nominal loads derived from 1-D and 2-D mo
was small since the standard deviation of wind speed at the
height had a very small effect on the extreme bending load c
pared with the mean wind speed. Including uncertainty in
short-term maximum bending load conditional on inflow~in the
3-D model! caused somewhat higher loads than in the 1-D a
2-D models.

Two issues related to accuracy of the Inverse FORM pre
tions were studied. It was determined that the implied use o
linearized limit state function does not lead to significant error
derived loads; this was verified by making second-order cor
tions using curvatures of the limit state surface. Neglecting
sponse variability, on the other hand, was found to lead to gre
error ~as manifested by differences in loads derived based on
and 3-D models!. A Modified 2-D model was proposed and dem
onstrated to yield almost similar nominal loads as were obtai
with the 3-D model as long as suitably derived ‘‘higher-tha
median’’ fractiles for the response variable were obtained first
using some additional computations of gradients of the limit s
surface at the 2-D model design point. The attractiveness of
Modified 2-D model is not only the improved accuracy but t
fact that the environment and turbine response are uncoup
Implications of this are that when the same turbine is conside
for different sites, only the site-specific inflow variability needs
be correctly represented. Similarly, if at a given site, two alter
tive designs are being considered, only the machine-specific
sponse variability~conditional on inflow! needs to be available
from simulation studies or measurements and this can be c
bined with the site’s inflow characterization in the 2-D or Mod
fied 2-D approach in order to derive appropriate design loads
6, NOVEMBER 2004
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It is important to note, in conclusion, that the results from th
study may be case-specific. For wind turbines with different o
erating characteristics, for different load parameters, for other
conditions, and for alternative modeling assumptions, conclus
on the effectiveness of the inverse reliability techniques may
quite different. Broad conclusions are possible only after cons
ering a wide range of turbines, load effects, and modeling te
niques. Also, with the Modified 2-D model, the omission facto
~and elevated response fractiles! derived here might not apply to
all situations. Such omission factors depend primarily on the v
ability of turbine loads given inflow conditions relative to th
variability in the inflow parameters themselves. At some sites,
variability in turbine loads might be greater than that assum
here; similarly, for some sites, the inflow parameters might exh
greater variability than in the sites studied here. In those cases
omission factors used in a Modified 2-D approach might be v
different compared to the values found here.
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